
Skiboards Superstore, Inc. 

 
 

Skiboards Superstore is the one stop shop for skiboards, snowblades, skiblades, short skis, miniskis 
or ski boards as well as ski and snowboard boots, bags, bindings and gear to have the time of your 

life on the slopes. Online shopping, university for extensive information about this sport, and free 
giveaways. 

 
Established 1997. Skiboards Superstore, Inc. will protect its intellectual property including 
product descriptions, photos and more through the Ebay VeRO program. Any infringements 
of its copyrighted listings on its websites including skiboards.com, skiboardssuperstore.com, 
funskis.com or its Amazon webstores will be reported as a copyright violation to eBay. 

Skiboards Superstore also manufactures their own brand under the Summit Skiboards, Inc. 
brand name - high performance skiboards for maximum fun. Summit Skiboards, Inc. (herein 
also referred to as Summit) is the manufacturer of the Summit brand of skiboards (also 
known as snowblades, short skis, miniskis, ski boards) as well as other merchandise. 
Summit Skiboards, Inc. (herein also referred to as Summit) is the manufacturer of the 
Summit brand of skiboards (also known as snowblades, short skis, miniskis, ski boards) as 
well as other merchandise. Summit Skiboards Inc. is a member of the eBay VeRO Plus 
Program and actively and regularly monitors both the use of its copyrighted works, and the 
sale of products bearing or purportedly bearing the Summit Skiboards intellectual property 
on eBay. 

Accordingly, Summit suggests that both sellers and buyers on eBay be extremely careful 
about the Summit products they sell and buy. The sale of unlicensed, counterfeit Summit 
Skiboards goods is illegal and may result in monetary fines and imprisonment. Unless you 
know that the products were purchased from an authorized retail store, you are taking a risk 
that the products are counterfeit. Similarly, textual and photographic works produced and 
published by Summit Skiboards or on its retail site: Skiboards Superstore, Inc. 
(skiboards.com & skiboardssuperstore.com), funskis (funskis.com) or other authorized 
websites or its licensees are protected under international copyright laws. 

Anyone who produces, copies, distributes or displays Summit's copyrighted materials, 
without Summit’s permission, is liable for copyright infringement. When an auction listing 
that improperly uses Summit Skiboards photos and or descriptions and/or other copyrighted 
material comes to its attention, Summit will review the matter and takes appropriate action. 
Due to the high volume of merchandise for sale on eBay, it is difficult to identify and remove 



every unauthorized item. The fact that others are selling products that infringe Summit 
Skiboards intellectual property rights does not give you the right to do so. Similarly, the fact 
that a product is being sold on eBay is in no way a guarantee that it is a genuine, authorized 
Summit product. 

Summit Skiboards policy is to cancel any offending auctions and to take whatever other 
steps it considers appropriate to protect its rights. If the auction is for counterfeit items, at 
minimum Summit Skiboards will insist that you (1) cancel a current auction; (2) provide full 
disclosure about the source; and (3) agree never to list infringements or counterfeits again. 
If you have any questions or wish to report the sale of counterfeit Summit Skiboards 
products, please contact us at: sales@summitskiboards.com 
 


